**CHINA EXCHANGE INITIATIVE**

Locations of Administrator Shadowing Projects (PSP) and examples of initiatives which have followed the Administrator Shadowing Project.

**INDIANA**  
During 2009-10 IN will participate in a third round of PSP, linked with cities in Liaoning province. Indiana principals have visited their partner schools with students. Some are awaiting return visits.

**MASSACHUSETTS**  
**Examples of new exchange programs.**  
Andover Middle and High School students and teachers visited Beijing Dongfang Decai School in April and have issued an invitation in kind.

Ipswich Middle and High School sent principals, students, and a jazz band in April to visit Tianjin Oilfield No. 4 High School and have issued an invitation in kind.

Weston hosted its first exchange group from Luoyang No. 1 High School and will send its first exchange group in the fall. This activity followed visits from administrators on both sides.

**Examples of revived, expanded and on-going programs.**  
Academy of the Pacific Rim, Boston, now in its seventh year of exchanges of groups of students and teachers, hosted a teacher from Beijing No. 80 for one year. One APR student spent the past year at Beijing No. 80. APR will send a teacher to Beijing to teach English during the summer months.

The Newton-Beijing Jingshan School Exchange Program, continues its four-month exchange with the Beijing Jingshan School. Two teachers and eight students selected for next year will have an intensive six-weeks summer Chinese language class to supplement their Chinese study during the school year.

The Whitman-Hanson Schools Superintendent led a delegation of seventy-four educators (and spouses) on a China study-tour inspired by his shadowing experience.

**OHIO**  
The Ohio Department of Education is planning a 2009-10 PSP (for ten schools) in Jilin Province.
OKLAHOMA
Twenty eight schools have participated in PSP.
   Heritage Hall Lower School in Oklahoma City has sent several groups of
   fourth and fifth grade students and their teachers to Chongqing Bashu
   Primary School.

   Bishop Kelley High School in Tulsa has established a long-term teacher
   exchange plus a short-term student and teacher exchange with Chongqing
   Southwest Normal University Affiliated High School.

   A new Chinese immersion curriculum is planned at Jenks, inspired by active
   exchanges with Jenks’ partner school.

RHODE ISLAND
Working through the Rhode Island Superintendents Association, RI administrators
will, for the second year, join MA administrators in a PSP involving Hefei Province.

WISCONSIN
The state’s Department of Public Instruction will host its first PSP exchanging
administrators with Heilongjiang Province.